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- **STM-1 / USB interface?**
- **offer CCC event schedule (Fahrplan) as gopher (…)**
- **setup for telnet access to legacy BBSs**
- **FidoNet**
  - Create reproducible / semi-automatic (…)
- **linmodem**
  - X11 support is 16bit plane only
  - ALSA Soundcard Support
  - SIP client support
  - Interop testing with real modems
  - V.90 completion
  - report the connected speed in "CONNECT" (…)
  - return ERROR for unsupported AT commands
- **DAHDI interface**
- **modern ptmx / pty handling (UNIX 98)**
- **UUCP and UseNet**
  - Create Dockerfile and/or ansible playbook (…)
- **Z-Netz**
  - Obtain ZERBERUS software build[s] and (…)
  - Create + Document VM/emulation setup (…)
  - Build ZConnect <-> UseNet gateway
  - Create + Document OpenXP setup on Linux
  - Create + Document classic CrossPoint (…)
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